EXISTENCE – PART 1:
Do you want to understand existence in a nutshell? There will be some technical language
which demands further research, and we have put all such information in brackets so that
these terms can be researched further by an interested party. Want the meaning of life?
Here we go:
The arche (fundamental substance of existence) is psycho-energy (Monad). Psycho-energy
can be dimensionless (mind) or dimensional (matter). The cosmic equation r >=0 (where "r"
is the distance between two points) ties together both domains (r =0, which is mind, and r>0
which is matter) in a single continuum.
The dimensional r>0 domain of matter is inside space and time, and the dimensionless r=0
domain of mind is outside space and time. These two domains are in a constant feedback
loop. What happens in the physical (r>0) domain is absorbed by the informational (r=0)
domain then released back into the physical domain as response.
In the physical domain, everything is separated (a process called individuation). In the mental
domain, everything is dimensionless, hence, connected. Universals exist in the r=0 domain,
and particulars in the r>0 domain.
Universals are updated by what happens with an individual particular, and the information is
released to all other particulars (Morphic resonance, Rupert Sheldrake).
An individual being is ultimately universal (because its true self is immortal, existing in the
r=0 domain outside of space and time), but can have any number of sequential particulars in
the physical r>0 domain (via reincarnation).
Existence is an Entelechy. It has a purpose: To maximise its potential into actualization, to
reach its zenith, its Omega Point. Basically, existence is God as a potential working towards
becoming God as an actualization. The universe is evolving to become God. All particulars
(us) are part of the process. The process is driven dialectically (thesis, antithesis, synthesis).
"As above, so below," to quote the ancient wisdom.
The physical r>0 domain emerged from the mental r=0 domain (Big Bang singularity), and
black holes reabsorb the contents of the r>0 domain back into the r=0 domain.
The r>=0 continuum addresses all the issues of science, philosophy, and religion, defined
mathematically. The physical domain is the one scientists study (physics), while the mental
domain is the one traditionally left to sages and mystics via philosophy and religion
(metaphysics). Mathematics binds them all together.

Our mind exists in the r=0 domain, but our consciousness exists in the r>0 domain... Or, more
accurately, gets its information from there, which provides the illusion that its true existence
lies in that domain. When we die, our physical body dies, but our true self (mind) is
completely unaffected because it is not located within space and time. It cannot die. Through
the process of reincarnation, we get a new space-time consciousness. This process continues
until the mind has dialectically optimised itself and gained knowledge of how to stop this
process. It becomes all-knowing, fully actualized, and at that point, has no further need of the
material world. It's the concept of Gnosis the ancient Gnostics taught (and to a lesser extent,
Moksha in Hinduism/Nirvana in Buddhism, though the two latter concepts do have important
differences to Gnosis. They are not the same thing).
Existence is thus, fundamentally evolutionary and purposeful. Existence is teleological. There
is no disagreement between evolution and teleology, in fact, teleology is the only way to
make any real sense of evolution. The two are not only compatible, they are symbiotic.
When a sufficient number of Monads achieve Gnosis, the universe will "light up" and return
"home" to the r=0 domain. A Cosmic Age will be complete. But nothing lasts forever, and
perfection cannot be sustained. Afterwards, the whole process starts again. You have been
God countless times. You will be God countless times more. That's all existence is. It is the
God Game.
Is this frightening, or is it the most wondrous thing imaginable, exactly what one would
expect of the universe and our place in it?
Religion can never explain things like evil, the origin of the existence in any credible way,
quantum physics (and other scientific concepts), or the need for such an infinitely vast
universe. Science, on the other hand, cannot even explain its own laws, or the most basic
functions of existence: Life, mind, consciousness, energy.
Both systems fail when it comes to explaining the big questions.
Mathematical Gnosticism does not. It has no issue with these concepts because it recognises
the primacy of mind (soul), and is completely compatible with science as it views the
physical world as Hell. A place of pain and suffering that one must KNOW in order to
transcend (i.e, knowledge, not faith, will save you). There are no Messiahs, no prophets, no
infallible holy texts. Only you can save yourself. There is only you, a mathematical equation,
a microcosm of the macrocosm (universe), trying to solve yourself. So mathematical
Gnosticism studies all physical phenomena and learns from it. Scientific advancements are as
important as spiritual ones, because they both seek to answer the same questions: What is
reality? What is existence?
It is the grand synthesis of two conflicting systems.
Everything is explained via this. THIS is the Grand Unified Theory of Everything. (In
technical terms, this stance can be labelled "Panpsychic Dialectical Monism".)

All new research that comes out proves this to be true. More and more weight is added to this
theory with every discovery. Since the revelation of quantum mechanics, materialism has
been turned on its head. It’s as dead as the Abrahamic religions, it just doesn't know it yet.
After M-theory, (the final scientific theory) has failed, scientists will be forced to
acknowledge mind, zero & infinity as ontological numbers, and turn to the study of
metaphysics.
Gnosticism, millennia old, will finally be given the recognition it deserves, vindicated by the
most advanced knowledge known to modern humanity.
Mathematics is not some dead numbers on paper. Numbers are representations of REAL,
ontological things, just as the words "happy/sad/angry" are representations of real things.
Mathematics describes reality so well because existence IS mathematics. Any other universe
is IMPOSSIBLE.
To know the mind of God is to become God. To transcend physical reality and return home to
the r=0 (mind) domain, fully optimised, potential converted into actualization. Complete.
This is mathematical Gnosticism, the divine light of humanity.

